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THE GAMETHE GAME
Description:

The world’s most famous detective team is back! Play as Sherlock 
Holmes and Dr. Watson.

Investigate five graphically rich levels with 40 different 19th-century 
London locations.

Question, deduce, and discover – Interview more than 40 witnesses, 
consider the evidence, and answer the Sherlock Holmes questions at 
the end of each level.

Target Audience: Males/females,18-35; Adventure game fans; 
Sherlock Holmes/murder-mystery 

enthusiasts

Genre: Adventure

Platform: PC CD-ROM

Rating: TEEN
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THE BRANDTHE BRAND

The Sherlock Holmes character 
was featured in over 60 stories 
written by Arthur Conan Doyle.

In addition to numerous one-
hour television episodes and two 
made-for-TV movies, there have 
been more than five theatrical 
films featuring Sherlock Holmes.

Dreamcatcher Interactive 
launched Sherlock Holmes: 
Mystery of the Mummy on PC in 
2002.

A Google search revealed over 815K 
hits on the words Sherlock Holmes, 
many of them dedicated fan sites.
The previous Holmes title proved to be 
a strong holiday seller, tripling its sales 
numbers in December. It’s a great 
value at the SRP of $19.99.

History’s most popular detective
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FEATURES AND BENEFITSFEATURES AND BENEFITS 
Over 30 investigating hours and a lush visual presentation.

A suspense-filled storyline set in 19th-century London – it’s a great game for 
adventure gamers, murder-mystery fans and puzzle-solvers.

The game includes 20 high-quality cinematics that advance the plot and 
culminate in the final explanation of the case.

Original orchestral soundtrack and over three hours of audio dialogue between 
characters make for an interactive, movie-like experience.

Includes 40 different 19th-century London locations, plus clues that take 
Sherlock Holmes to more exotic locations like Brazil and India. 

Features an evolving mystery that culminates with questions from the famous 
detective at the end of each level.

True to Doyle's famous fiction, players may take on the roles of Sherlock 
Holmes and Dr. Watson and investigate the case with Inspector Lestrade, 
Mycroft Holmes, and Wiggins.
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TOP REASONS TO BUY
It’s a value at an SRP of $19.99.

It’s a great gift for the mystery fan or adventure gamer in the 
family.

“Sherlock Holmes” is synonymous with suspenseful murder 
mystery – and this all new original storyline is perfect for an 
adventure game.
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